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UPVC VERSION
Along with the aluminium attachment clad 
version in all colours, the classic UPVC 
version in white is also available.

I-TEC GLAZING  
FIX-O-ROUND TECHNOLOGY
Continuous all around fixing of the glass 
pane ensures better stability, thermal and 
sound insulation, burglary protection and 
functioning security.

LIGHT GREY GASKETS
The gaskets in the UPVC version are light 
grey as standard.

KF 410
UPVC & UPVC/ALUMINIUM WINDOW

 Thermal insulation with standard triple glazing  
SOLAR+ and highly insulating edge seal  
(Ug = 0.6 W/m2K) Uw = 0.79 W/m2K

 Best thermal insulation Uw up to 0.62 W/m2K 
(with corresponding glazing) 

 Soundproofing up to 45 dB (with corresponding glazing)

 90 mm construction depth

 Triple gasket system

 Fully concealed hardware

 Visible or concealed drainage 

 FIX-O-ROUND technology

 Resistance class WK1 and WK2 untested  
(upon request)

 Standard security

 5 chamber system with highly thermally insulating  
thermal foam (HCFC, HFC and FC free)

 Shortened aluminium attachment clad available upon  
request, for thermo-technical optimised construction  
connection

 

UPVC VERSION
Along with the aluminium attachment clad 
version in all colours, the classic UPVC 
version in white is also available.

I-TEC GLAZING  
FIX-O-ROUND TECHNOLOGY
Continuous all around fixing of the glass 
pane ensures better stability, thermal and 
sound insulation, burglary protection and 
functioning security.

TRIPLE GASKET SYSTEM
Three continuous gasket levels without 
interruption ensure high impermeability. 

KF 200
UPVC & UPVC/ALUMINIUM WINDOW

 Thermal insulation with standard triple glazing  
SOLAR+ (Ug = 0.7 W/m2K) Uw = 0.99 W/m2K 

 Best thermal insulation Uw up to 0.81 W/m2K  
(with corresponding glazing)

 Soundproofing up to 45 dB (with corresponding glazing)

 71 mm construction depth UPVC/aluminium or 68 mm in UPVC

 Narrow view width up to 97 mm

 Triple gasket system

 Fully concealed hardware upon request 

 FIX-O-ROUND technology

 Resistance class WK1 and WK2 tested (upon request)

 5 chamber system

 Locking parts screwed into steel – from a certain  
window size on

 Standard security

 Shortened aluminium attachment clad available upon request, 
for thermo-technical optimised construction connection. 
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